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Your Health 
Is in Your 
Own Hands 
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Hard Work but 
Essential to Health 
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SPUTNIK 

harmful as insomnia itself. But 
there is no need to take sleeping 
pills. Just lie down calmly and 
wait — sleep will come. You will 
sleep just jis much as a healthy 

lealth r ti has n 

With £ 

All of t± 
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reserves exhausted with age. 
Details of the regimen should, 
however, be prescribed by your 

There is a saying that one has 
to suffer in the cause of beauty. 
To be healthy, too, one must suffer 
a little. The feeling of vigour and 
lightness that results is well worth 
it. The best thing of all, of course, 
is to make your health regimen 
just as habitual as washing your 
face. Your body functions with a 
daily rhythm. 

vercome? It can, evidently, b 
postponed, and for quite a time 
— by ten years, if not more. 

Physical exercise and diet have 
a direct effect on the cardio¬ 
vascular, respiratory, digestive 

rticular-muscular systems. 

will vanish, others will 

health 
exercise and moderation in e 
will be enough for those who 
not yet lost their health but 
to keep it and strengthen it 

suited. 

We need health doctors. "S 
should have special health clini 
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I think such clinics should have 
a special status, and the doctors 
working in them have not only 
obligations but also rights. They 
should be able to refuse to con¬ 
tinue treating a patient who was 
not carrying out their instructions. 
Perhaps it would be a good thing 
to charge a small fee, to discourage 
hypochondriacs. 

NEW TECHNIQUES IN ARTERY REPAIRS 

Autotransplantation, or the use of a patient’s own 
healthy arteries or veins to replace injured blood vessels, 
is now in use^by the Moscow Institute of Clinical and 

The usual means of repairing such injuries has been to 
use artificial replacements, a crimped tube of teflon or 
other synthetic material being inserted where a vessel has 
been damaged. But artificial materials cannot be used in 
some parts of the body, such as the joints of the extremi- 

In such cases the institute suggests transplantation of a 
piece of blood vessel from another part of the body. Blood 
vessels of the arm, for instance, have been repaired by 
lengths of the great subcutaneous vein, brain vessels by 
tiny vessels taken from the thigh and kidney vessels and 
intestinal arteries by pelvic vessels. 

A basically new operation introduced by the institute 
helps in cases where an artery is obstructed by a throm¬ 
bosis. The affected part is temporarily removed, the 
blockage is cleaned out, and the part replaced. The same 
technique is used when there^ is se^e^ vascular damage 

quickly restored in such cases. 

from the newspaper VECHERNYAYA MOSKVA 
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by Vanda BELETSKAYA 
from the magazine OGONYOK 

Rim Star, Scientist. Grand mother 

CCQ he still resembles very 
^ much the heroine of the 

film Sevil,” was my first thought 
when I was introduced to Izzet- 
khanoum Oroujeva, director of 
the Institute of Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry of the Azer¬ 
baijanian Academy of Sciences. 

The pretty, fluffy-haired 
woman with elongated eyes 
looked too young to be a grand¬ 
mother, though I knew she was. 
And she brought to mind the 
picture of a proud Assyrian prin¬ 
cess, rather than what she really 
is — a famous chemist, associate 
member of the Azerbaijanian 
Academy of Sciences, author of 
more than 170 scientific works, 
holder of the Order of Lenin, the 
Soviet Union’s highest award. 

But Izzet-khanoum Mirza-aga 
Oroujeva became famous almost 
half a century ago for something 
far removed from science. In the 
late 1920s she challenged age-old 
prejudices and became the first 
Azerbaijanian woman to play a 
film role. 

At a lecture on the history of 
cinematography I saw fragments 
from this film, Sevil, made by 
Djafar Djabarly, a well-known 
writer and producer. The lecturer 
paid tribute to the producer’s 
talent and went on to praise the 
young actress who had blazed a 
heroic trail in the field of 
women’s liberation. 

At our first meeting I did not 
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The People’s Well-Being 

the Main Task 



The Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union in Figures 
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24th Congress of CPSU 

The Party 
Defines Its Line 



On March 30, 1971, the Twenty-Fourth Congress of the Commun 

Leonid Brezhnev, General Secretary of the Central Committee 
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Stories about Soviet Sports 

Her Top Record 
Still Lies Ahead 

by Alexei SREBNITSKY 
from APN NEWSLETTER 





Jeanne d’Arc of Rechensk 
by Tatyana KHLOPLYANKINA from the newspaper 

MOSKOVSKAYA PRAVDA 

film director, watching 

cularly impressed by one of the 
girls in it, Pasha Stroganova, a 
weaver from the small town of 
Rechensk. He decides she will be 
perfect as Jeanne d’Arc, France’s 
national heroine, and offers her 
the part in the film he is planning. 

Not the kind of thing that 
happens every day. A role like 
this would be a challenge to many 
a professional actress. However, 

the director feels sure that 

objected. 
She had to think of 

argument. 
“I look right for the f 

said. “I’ve got the righ 

temperament to Jeanne.1 
That explanation, 

obviously picked up 
from somebody else, 
elicited respectful nods 
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SPUTNIK JEANNE D’ARC OF RECHENSK 

as played by the young film star 
Inna Churikova, see her when she 
is still a Rechensk weaver, una¬ 
ware of what is in store for her. 

“She is unspectacular” or 
“she has an interesting face,” 
people say about her, avoiding 
the brutal word “plain”. Pasha is 
really plain, as everybody knows. 
On the dance floor, her girl¬ 
friends leave whole collection of 
bags in her care — nobody will 
ask Pasha for a dance, anyway. 

However, one young man does 

But Pasha does not feel it. 
After all, a boy has picked her 
out of all the other girls. And 
she is overjoyed when she meets 
him a few days later. 

She is a strange girl, Pasha. 
After following him around for 
about two hours she refuses to 
let him into her flat. “It’s banal,” 
she explains. However, he steals 
his way in and, when in the dark 

basins, she says sternly: “You’re 
compromising me.” Later, when 
he inadvertently falls asleep sitting 
on her sofa, she goes to his wife 
and explains that the other girl’s 
husband is asleep at her place so 
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In Our 

Next Issue: 

DALLAS: Who? How’Why?, 
continuation of notes by Mikhail Sagatelyan, 

a Soviet correspondent in Washington at the 
time of the Dallas tragedy. 

Variant “B”, 
a novel by Daniil Granin 
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HEIRS TO 
Russian Mathematics- 

Past and Present 
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LEXEYEV 

Bread 
is 

a Substantive 
Mikhail Alexeyev, horn in 1918 in a peasant 
family, started writing while in the armed 
forces, where he served between 1938 and 1955. 
During the Second World War, Alexeyev 
was a political commissar in the army and then 
a war correspondent. After retiring from the 
army with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, 
Alexeyev completed the Higher Literary 
Courses of the Soviet Writers' Union. 
Before the publication in 1961 of his novel, 
“Cherry-Tree Pool" Alexeyev was considered 
a war writer — "Soldiers" (1953", "Division" 
(1959), and others. But all his later work 
was about the life of the countryside, village 
people and their problems. 
“Bread is a Substantive", which we present in 
condensed form, has been made into a film j 
called “Zhuravushka". 

BREAD IS A SUBSTANTIVE 

Every village, big or small, has its people, a sort of “cast 
of characters”, who lend it a special quality, an image and 
a soul of its own. Without this “cast”, the place would be 
impossible to imagine. 

It is a village like this, and people like this, that my story 

Mikhail Alexeyev 

Kaplya 

Kaplya is what they called him, 
but his real name was Kuzma 

Nikiforovich Udaltsov, and he 

Why Kaplya? 
Well, that I'll tell you in time, 

but first let me describe him to 
you. He had been short and slight 
to begin with, but now, what with 
one thing and another — his life 
had been a long one, and ^not 

down nearly to the ground. If he 

wanted to stop and pass the time 
of day, Kaplya would have to 
twist his neck around in the 
damnest way to see with his little, 
black, squinting, shortsighted eyes 

“It’s not you, is it, neighbour?” 
he would often jisked Sergei. Volj 

since boyhood. They had gone off 
together on the same day to do 
their army service, had fought 
side by side in the first German 
war, had both left their posts 
when the opportunity presented 
itself, had fought together in the 
Civil War after the revolution, 
been wounded on the same day. 

lain side by side in the same 
hospital and returned together to 
their native Vyselki, where their 
wives awaited them with both 
broods of children and a ruined 
farm apiece. 

Kaplya had been in a hurry to 

Bukhar, the one-humped camel he 
had bought the other side of the 
Volga just before leaving for the 
Civil War. Before that, Kaplya 
had had a bay mare called Ma- 
ruska, who had been gifted with 

seemed to need much, remaining 

feed at all. True, she had one had 
habit — she used to bite. Or so 
they had been saying, but for a 
long time, Kaplya refused to be¬ 
lieve it. Whenever his wife or one 
of the children complained, 
Kaplya would grin smugly and 

“Well, why doesn’t she ever 
bite me?” 

"You just wait, she will!” 
His wife was right. 
Once, when Kaplya was return- 

custom, and began affectionately 
slapping her on the rump. He then 
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